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Starch, needles, pins, cooking pots, kettles, frying pans, lace, soap, vinegar, stockings do not appear on their [male historians’] shopping lists, but they regularly appear on mine. They may ignore them, but could they and their families do without them?


... the question of how women worked and what their work meant—both to them and to a broader population—remained unresolved.


I. Where are the housewives in early modern studies?
What counts as history? What constitutes housewifery? Questions like these lie beneath these feminist interventions into the historiography of housework. Thirsk’s answer to the first is obviously that housework counts as history, or it should. The second question generates others since housework is a recurring flashpoint in both feminist studies and economic history: for example, does a housewife produce or consume, how can such work be measured, remunerated? Although it may seem odd for this essay in a twenty-first century volume on “women’s work and women’s words” to begin with so quaint a epigraph as a 1970s shopping list (lace?), Thirsk’s critique bears revisiting, especially now, as scholarship on early modern England takes a global turn. When we talk about overseas ventures, where are the housewives? They were certainly at home in kitchens, using imports like sugar and spices for confectionary and cookery, shaping English culture in their own right while participating in globalization and colonization. In particular, scholars account for early modern women writers and readers of recipe books and other domestic arts as part of the expanding world of trade. But in what other ways might we understand the relationship between traffic and housewifery? Indeed, women’s domestic labor, family needs, and domesticity in general do not appear often enough in studies of early modern commercial expansion. Is this habitual omission a remnant of the so-called “the separation of the spheres,” a paradigm that feminist scholars have inherited, challenged, historicized, and debunked because we all know that housewifery was (and still is) work?

Considering prominent paradigms for understanding housewifery in early modern studies, as I do in section II of the essay, leads us to explore further the “unresolved question” of what housewifery meant for early modern people. Section III analyzes a sample of contemporaneous popular representations of housewifery to find a paradox. In drama,
domestic conduct treatises, and other forms, wives both perform housewifery and yet require “maintenance” with men’s money. This paper concludes that English Renaissance business culture had a stake in defining housewifery as dependent upon business. Because of this, we do well to keep housewifery and business always together in our approaches to either site of early modern culture.

The traditionally gendered separate-spheres discourse for this period is perhaps most familiar to us by way of Edmund Tilney’s *The Flower of Friendship* (1578):

>The office of the husbande is to bring in necessaries, of the wife, well to kepe them. The office of the husbande is to go abroad in matters of profite, of the wife, to tarry at home, and see all be well there. The office of the husbande is to provide money, of the wife, not to wasfully spend it. The office of the husbande is, to deale, and bargaine with all men, of the wife, to make or meddle with no man. The office of the husbande is, to give, or the wife, to keepe . . . . [T]he office of the husbande is, to maintain well his lyvlihood, and the office of the woman is, to governe well the houshold.

When England’s commerce expanded in the decades after Tilney’s treatise was first published, taking husbands farther and longer away, then “matters of profite,” the provision of money, “deal[ing] and bargain[ing]” went with them. Home meant for them something other than a place where valued work happened; wives and housewifery could provide havens for or burdens on husbands. No watershed moment erupted into “the separation of the spheres” that demoted housewifery to second best after male business. Rather, a traditional hierarchy that privileged male skills eroded the ideological importance of housewifery, though women continued to do the actual work of keeping goods, stewarding goods, and governing the household.
This emerging gendered division of value linked men, productivity, and profit to business “abroad”; and women, consumption and leisure with “home” and domesticity. The division was more ideological than material, on the one hand, since women (and men) worked (and still do) in homes, producing unremunerated goods and services to support their household economies. As Merry Wiesner has shown, economic, ideological, and political changes affected the *cultural evaluations* of women’s work, even as the nature of that work did not change. In particular, economic developments that included overseas travel and a culture of business helped to disconnect the essentially unchanged nature and necessity of housewifery from its devaluation. On the other hand, from the perspective of business, men experienced “division” and “separation” from home (and families experienced that absence too). It is in sixteenth-century England when commercial obligations to travel began to foster both material and conceptual separations between husbands’ commercial activity and that of housewives. The fact that “the house became less the central institution of production” is reflected in the etymology of the word “business.” Beginning in sixteenth-century England, “business” signaled “serious” activities carried on outside the home (and, increasingly farther from the home), a history of specialization that damaged the evaluation of housewifery. Because “[c]onceptions of gender . . . shape our perception of what constitutes work, of who is working, and of the value of that labor,” a culture of business that was male privileged travel over home. The expansion in commercial travel in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries started the process that full-blown capitalism finished: the devaluing of women’s work at home. By granting the prejudice against housewifery, and its source in business culture, we can better assess the paradoxical representation of housewifery.
The meaning of “business” pivoted from the general condition of being busy, occupied, and “engaged in anything” to a new sense of professional occupation, task-fulfillment, and, specifically, trade: “a person's official or professional duties as a whole; one's regular, habitual, or stated profession, trade, or occupation.” Over the period, this usage morphed further into “a particular occupation or means of earning a living; a trade, profession, or pursuit.” Whereas the first several entries in the OED are obsolete and range from “exertion and effort” (2) to “care and attention” (6) and the prying of a “busybody” (8), the first modern meaning for “business” encompassed the sense of “trade and all activity relating to it ... the world of trade and commerce,” along with the sense of employment more generally: “a serious occupation distinct from a pastime.” Our modern definition of “business” admits these dimensions, although an older, less familiar (to us), affective meaning yet obtained in the early seventeenth century: “anxiety, solicitude, care; distress, uneasiness;” this last definition suggests that “business” is opposed to “contentment,” ease, and pleasure. When commerce and exploration drew husbands away from their hearths in greater numbers and for longer periods, those “hearths” grew laden with ideological weight. Homes became imagined as havens or respites from care for men. With productivity equated with business abroad, housekeeping (and the keepers of the hearths) appeared as not business. In such a formulation, wives, it seemed needed to be “maintained”

II. Historiography and housewifery

A brief review of the paradoxical treatment of housewifery in modern scholarship will show what we gain from maintaining dialogic or relational accounts of housewifery and business, women’s work and men’s money. The starting point for any consideration of
women and work in pre-industrial England is Alice Clark’s *The Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century* (1919). There are no housewives in Clark’s study; no chapter appears on housewifery (the book covers women working as “Capitalists,” in “Agriculture,” “Textiles,” “Crafts and Trades,” and “Professions”). And although “home” bears an index entry, along with “household accounts,” “housing,” and “wife,” “housewife” does not. Clark explains why she discounts as an economic category “the highest, most intense forms to which women’s productive energy is directed”:

> the spiritual creation of the home and the physical creation of the child. Though essentially productive, such achievements of creative power transcend the limitations of economics and one instinctively feels that there would be something almost degrading in any attempt to weigh them in the balance with productions that are bought and sold in the market or even with professional services.\(^\text{15}\)

Still, despite these immeasurable and theoretically extra-economic activities of homemaking and childbearing, Clark subsequently acknowledges “production for domestic purposes” or “all goods and services, either material or spiritual” produced for and consumed by the family not “for sale or exchange.”\(^\text{16}\) She calls this "domestic industry," which she sees as a valued field of productivity for early modern English women. Further, she laments its loss for post-industrial women driven either to idleness in the newly privatized sphere of home or to wage labor outside the home, depending on their class status and income.\(^\text{17}\) "Domestic Industry, a system whereby men and women worked side by side in the home, had ceased.” For Elizabethans, in Clark’s golden-age view, "[t]here was little talk of men 'keeping' their wives; neither husband nor wife could prosper without the other's help."\(^\text{18}\) To restate: according to Clark, people did not “talk of men ‘keeping’ their wives” because work by both
sexes was needed and valued. Yet, Clark’s two clauses are not mutually exclusive. Even though people *experienced* housewifery’s equality with business, in supporting a household’s survival and prosperity, that mutual interdependence did not prohibit a growing *perception* of housewifery’s dependent position. There was “talk” of husbands providing for wives. It is the talk that interests me here.

Nearly a century after Clark, Keith Wrightson illustrates this paradox of talk and fact. In *Earthly Necessities*, Wrightson acknowledges that “women’s economic contribution was indispensible” even as he grants both the legal and customary constraints on women. Wrightson seems to have Alice Clark in mind when he challenges the “allegation” that husbands did not economically support their wives: “The notion that a woman was economically supported by her husband was not alien to early modern society, as its sometimes alleged. There are references enough to the husband’s duty to ‘provide for,’ ‘maintain’ or ‘keep’ his wife, indicating a privileging of the male role in resource provision. But the practical reality, nonetheless, was of mutual interdependence in the joint endeavor of sustaining their family.”

Wrightson and Clark agree that women’s housework in pre-industrial times was valued as much as men’s work; indeed, Wrightson goes on to summarize the many positive associations of housewifery in contemporary English discourse, whereas Clark had omitted housewifery from *Working Lives* altogether. The coincidence of statements in two major studies of work in early modern England reveals the enduring paradox in assessing the value of women’s domestic labor. Both scholars emphasize the material versus discursive basis of the issue: did people *say* that husbands ‘supported’ wives, and did wives *say* they were ‘kept,’ even though everyone understood and appreciated the work of both partners? Comparing
Clark’s assertion that “There was little talk of ...” and Wrightson’s equally confident claim, “There are references enough to. . .,” invites us to attend to “talk of” and “references” to women’s housewifery in dialogue with men’s business that was said to “support” their wives.

The apparent contradiction between the discourse (of the “kept” or “maintained” wives) and the reality that both women’s and men’s labor (paid and unpaid) vitally supported the family—the paradox has not been adequately explained. For example, theories conflict about when, how, and whether housewifery declined from an appreciated calling and skilled form of labor to a consumption-oriented “art” “subordinated” to men’s profitable employment. For example, Susan Cahn in *Industry of Devotion: The Transformation of Women’s Work in England, 1500-1660* asserts that women lost public positions and “found themselves newly enclosed in the private society of their families” in the period under study.22 Meanwhile, Margaret J.M. Ezell uses the same evidence to conclude differently: “There is no indication that [the English housewife’s] function in the household is seen as less valuable than her husband’s.”23 In an article that accounts for the “transformation” of middling-sort women’ “From ‘Goodwife’ [or productive housewife] to ‘Mistress’ [or mere supervisor],” Margaret George sees bourgeois wives of the seventeenth century “confined” to their homes, performing housewifery that “free[d] men” from attending to apparently unimportant matters.24 Ruth Kelso shows that the “minutiae” of household management belonged to the “lady of the Renaissance,” while great matters were men’s business.25 Similarly, Roberta Hamilton describes this period as one when “the woman’s environment—the home—shrank in size and scope, the man’s world was expanding. For him it was a new world of business, politics, the professions, trade, land, the colonies.”26
These second-wave feminist accounts reflect in part the enduring hierarchal order that viewed housewifery as the “minutiae” that “freed” men to greatness and located importance primarily in men’s business. In addition to the gendered divides between great and small labors and free versus confined bodies, scholarly and popular discussions of the value of housework also cluster around the issues of gender and familial duties, wage versus unpaid labor, and location, “home versus abroad.”

For example, in *Working Women in English Society, 1300-1620* Marjorie McIntosh asserts: “By attending to the physical and emotional needs of their relatives, [women] contributed to a positive social environment and enabled men to pursue work outside the home.” Broadly speaking, such accounts view either pessimistically or optimistically the changing status of women, all of whom were housewives.

More recently and with greater theoretical grounding than these earlier feminist studies, Wendy Wall casts the question of housewifery’s value in a different light, essentially asking whether housework was “beneath” or “beyond” men? Demonstrating that housewifery was a calling for women at all social levels, signaling not primarily marital status, but “a vocation and a practice” with “task-based knowledge,” Wall’s magisterial study *Staging Domesticity* successfully “rescue[s] domesticity” from what she sees as un-historicized notions of “women’s place,” their powerlessness, and other “retrograde values” sometimes assumed by feminist scholars. Implicitly opposing such terminology as quoted above—for instance, that wives were “confined” and that men’s labor was “important” while women’s was “minute”—Wall asks, “How could women be ‘relegated’ to the household at a time in which it had not yet even superficially withdrawn from economic life or from some
yet unborn public sphere?" This provocative query upturns earlier assumptions that domesticity was a (if not "the") “private” sphere, as illustrated in the terms of Cahn’s and others’ studies. Wall offers a needed intervention into some long-held beliefs about “women’s work” in feminist theory and economic theory generally, by showing that “industry,” productive and skilled labor, formed the basis of the “newly popularized Post-reformation ideal” of femininity.

While indebted to Wall’s paradigm for acknowledging the value, force, and power of housewifery in early modern England, my reading of the evidence offers a slightly different answer to her rhetorical question: how could women be “relegated” to the private sphere of the home? Specifically, I do not consider Wall’s question rhetorical because many contemporary discourses did “relegate” women, devalue their work, and proclaim husbands’ money the means to maintain them. Wall’s shrewd historicizing and brilliant analyses of texts establishes the real material weight of domestic work and its symbolic power. When housewifery is viewed in relation to the developing commercial economy that called husbands away, then, we see the culture of business challenge that weight and power of women and domesticity.

Feminist interventions, like Wall’s, into the material value of housewifery have vitally changed thinking on the topic; for example, feminists have critiqued the “blind spot” of housework in the writing of Marx and Engels, and historical studies such as Louise Tilly and Joan Scott’s the path-blazing Women, Work, and Family and Susan Strasser’s Never Done show clearly the economic import of housewifery. Yet, the “housework is work” approach—however vital it has been—sidesteps important facts about the historical representations of
housewifery. Though we value housewifery and early modern people did too; nonetheless, housewifery was sometimes perceived and represented as a distraction from men’s “real” work; and housewives became coded as consumers.

III. household stuff

How did “huswifery appear” (to paraphrase Pistol’s farewell to Mistress Quickly in Henry V)? It is true that housewifery was widely acknowledged in the period for contributing to the health and prosperity of families. But the “positive” spin was not uniform. Alongside the “equall partner” view put forth by Whately and echoed by Clark and Wrightson, housewifery was also seen as separate from and unequal to men’s business abroad. One factor affecting the perception of women’s work in this period was the way that mercantilism defined itself in contradistinction from homes and domesticity, and hence housewifery. Women were excluded from business, as Mary Poovey has argued: “in the process of formulating theoretical rules [for late sixteenth-century accounting practices], women were being scapegoated; the unlawfulness that was taken to be a natural characteristic of their minds was used to justify women’s exclusion from the rule-governed aspects of business writing.” In other words, the invention of the “market” made business “off limits” to women. The same processes that “relegated” women to housewifery envisioned market transactions as beyond women’s understanding. For example, the mercantilist tracts of the mid-seventeenth century by Thomas Mun, Edward Misselden, and others repeatedly underscore the “mystery” of commerce, implicitly excluding women and other “ignorant” people from the privileged discourse of trade. These trends remind us that “the character of women’s work was not only a function of economic factors” but defined by myriad cultural
assumptions, practices, and beliefs. Emerging commercial requirements, demanding, for example, long and short-term travel, had the ancillary effect of lessening the perceived value of housewifery conducted by women at home. The material facts surrounding travel further advanced this devaluation simply because most women could neither leave their homes nor garner the capital needed to engage in long-distance trade. Housewifery was thus defined, in part, by misogyny and biology as well as a changing culture of business, regardless of the work that women did or did not do.

One result of this construction is that, despite the business acumen that women possessed and that housewifery required, their skills were downplayed. I have demonstrated this elsewhere, using the case of the city craftsman’s wife, Mistress Eyre, of narrative and stage. In Thomas Dekker’s play, *The Shoemakers’ Holiday*, Margery offers sound advice about conserving the shop’s capital, squandering it neither on bribes nor additional workers; yet her husband, the master craftsman Simon Eyre continually silences her by sending her off for “breakfast for my men” and insulting her with such culinary terms as “kitchen stuff” (7.48). Though Margery does seem to have a head for business, Simon relegates her to the kitchen and out of his workshop. Similarly, though in a tragic register, Alice Arden in *Arden of Faversham* (1592), displays intimate knowledge of her husband’s holdings, not only inasmuch as she promises his property to her lover, but also as she engages in conversations with men about the legal terms of Arden’s land ownership. While her husband conducts his business away from home, Alice proves a knowledgeable accountant and a potentially able administrator. She does “mismanages [the estate in a] profligate and sinister” manner to serve her own best interest, yet Alice possesses the requisite knowledge. For example, when a neighbor man comes to inquire about a real estate matter, he initially regrets that Alice’s
“husband is from home / Whenas my purposed journey was to him,”42 but the man quickly assures himself: “Yet all my labor is not spent in vain, / For I suppose that you can full discourse / And flat resolve me of the thing I seek.”43 Yet Arden, like comical Eyre, disregards his wife’s ability and uses his rare conjugal visits mostly to order her to prepare his meals.44 These representations show men of business excluding and relegating housewives from what another domestic-tragedy merchant calls “great affairs.”45 By recognizing the ways that the new requirements for business negatively impacted the home, we then may see one phase in a long historical process by which domesticity and women’s housewifery are devalued as not productive and less vital than men’s commercial affairs.

With men’s business increasingly physically separate from their homes, popular discourses, including drama, represent housewifery as trivial and non-productive, the home as a respite from labor for the husband, a place of settlement after business travel, even though it was definitely a place of work for wives and servants left behind.46 For example, Of Marriage and Wiving. An Excellent, pleasant, and Philosophical controversy speaks of home as a “haven” for husbands, on the one hand, but also as emasculating, on the other.47 As a debate, or “controversy” set up as a pro/con exchange between two Tasso brothers about marriage and women, the dialogic form in part dictates this ambivalence. So, for example, Tofte’s translation of the Italian tract has the opposition (or “con”) voice pillory housewives who complain about everything, including both husbands who depart for “businesse abroade” and those who malinger at home:

if thou ridest about thy businesse abroade into the Countreys, shee then sayth, it is an excuse and devise onely to shunne and hie from her companie: and if thou stay not still spending thy time idley by her, as no wise man will or ought, except hee be out of
his wittes: . . . if thou keepest within doores, shee imagines thou doest it to watch her as a spie: and if thou doest abroad, sheele thinke thou canst not abide her.\(^{48}\)

Granting the parodic device of this portion of the text, one may still detect disdain for men idling at home (such men are mad), a prejudice echoed in other cultural utterances, as when Othello dares: “Let housewives make a skillet of my helm.”\(^{49}\) Meanwhile, the “pro” side also extols the virtues of housekeeping (in both senses of the word), claiming that men wisely exchange the “hurliburlies” of court, trade, and “troublesome businesses” for home.\(^{50}\) In these instances, “businesse” seems to transpire only “abroade” among men, and travel, productive activity, and movement are set in opposition to idleness, and the company of women “within doores.” These examples suggest a business culture alternately idealizing homes and housewifery, for example as respite from trouble and “care;” but also devaluing the same as feminizing and demanding care. I see here, in nascent form, an ideological construction of home as recreational rather than productive.

The needs, duties, and desires proper to men’s business and women’s housewifery crowded the stages and the pages of popular literature, with the idle housewife (and sometimes the bad male provider) often the brunt of the joke. For instance, \textit{The Bachelor’s Banquet}, an English translation of a satiric misogynist text in French (1603) imagines the sitcom style hilarity ensuing when a housewife lolls in bed, refusing to entertain her husband’s business companions. She locks up their stores, misdirects the servants, and even hides the beer spigot! \(^{51}\) The unwanted guests, whom she considers her spouse’s “odd companions,” are, to him, valued business associates: “such men as can either much further or much hinder me.”\(^{52}\) Shakespeare’s \textit{The Comedy of Errors} offers a similarly hilarious tidbit when the
merchant-husband returns home with his cronies to find himself and his would-be guests locked out of his house at dinnertime.\textsuperscript{53}

The popular dramatic form of citizen comedy similarly depicts anxious merchants, uneasy about their wives' occupations at home and in shops, such as the draper Quomodo’s jealousy of his wife, Thomasine, in Middleton’s \textit{Michaelmas Term} (c. 1604-1606). Jonson’s city satires likewise use plots that turn on the fear that “when the cat is away, the mice will play,” to reveal tension between housewifery (conflated with sexuality) and business—and merchant-husbands’ absence from home, in particular.\textsuperscript{54} For example, Corvino in \textit{Volpone} locks up his wife Celia like a precious commodity herself, while idle housewives, such as \textit{Epiccoene’s} Collegiate Ladies clash with husbands over the production and consumption of household resources.\textsuperscript{55} In these literary and dramatic examples—of which there are many more—housewifery either actively undermines a husband’s business, through locked doors, wasted resources, and “lost” beer spigots; or housewifery exposes husbands’ dependency on their wives. The latter problem is articulated in how (or whether) the housewife understands and performs her duties; whether she obeys, neglects, or defies conventional expectations; and whether she “loves to be maintained well” or actively contributes to the household economy.\textsuperscript{56}

\textsuperscript{Another common representational strategy is to depict housewifery as a drain on or distraction from men’s business. We see the former misattribution in popular pamphlets and in plays satirizing women for spending rather than making money. For example in the broadly comic poem, Samuel Rowlands’s \textit{A crew of kind gossips} (1609), “six honest}
husbands’ talk back to the wives’ complaints. One, an accused miser, plays on the stereotype of the gadabout, spendthrift wife:

Give me some money, Money is her song
She loves to be a spending all day long.
Shal I maintaine an ydle huswife so?
There’s not an honest man but will say no.\(^{57}\)

Beneath this ideological construction of the “ydle huswife,” charged with perpetual spending, is her husband’s resentment of “maintain[ing]” her. William Whately, in a more pro-marriage (and less funny) *A bride-bush or, A wedding sermon* advises a husband to

\[\ldots \text{[allow] her sufficient maintenance, agreeable to his place and ability \ldots} \]

Hee must not thinke himself so absolutely Lord of all, but that shee must also have the free and plenteous use of all, according as his calling requires, and his sufficiency will beare \ldots let her be made equall partner of that which her husband hath.\(^{58}\)

Despite the “equall partner” clause, Whately grounds the household economy firmly in the husband’s occupation and income, referring to “his place and ability,” “his calling,” and “his sufficiency.” Whately’s rhetoric places the husband in the giving vein; he “allow[s]” and he “giveth his right” to his wife. In his other major marriage treatise, *A Care-cloth* Whately instructs a fretful bachelor on how a man’s financial success and personal ease depends on good housewifery. The bachelor predicts his own economic demise if mated with a bad housewife: “What if my wife should prove carelesse, and unhuswifely, wanting forecast and skill to make the best of things, and so become an hindrance, rather than a helper to mine estate? \ldots What if she be sluttish and uncleanly, and work loathing in mee by ill ordering of
those things that should give me most comfort?". Such fantasies reveal anxious feelings about housewifery’s power as either a help to or a hindrance of business.

Domestic tragedy is another dramatic subgenre that confronts anxiety about this sort of domestic dependence. Whereas housewifery made indispensible and immeasurable contributions to support a domestic economy, in plays where the home is under strain, housewifery is itself in need of financial support from husbands. For example, an early example of the genre, the anonymous A Warning for Fair Women, depicts the yet-faithful wife, Anne Sanders, and her neighbor agreeing on George Sanders’ substantial breadwinning capacity, even though he has recently denied Anne money for household goods and personal items. The neighbor says, “He keeps you wel, who saies the contrary?” Other such “tragic” husbands, the factor, or merchant’s agent, in Middleton’s Women Beware Women, and the gentleman/man of business in Heywood’s A Woman Killed with Kindness, accuse their respective wives of straining resources and “lov[ing] to be maintained well.” As Frankford accuses his adulterous wife, Anne:

Was it for want
Thou playedst the strumpet? Was thou not supplied
With every pleasure, fashion, and new toy—
Nay, even beyond my calling?

These husbands, often absent for business, also complain that their marital lives distract from their work. If not direct indictments of housewifery as such, such claims construct homes as potentially emasculating, and wives as consumption-driven. For instance, in Woman Killed, Frankford jests that his wife has lured him from other obligations: “How I neglect my business!” (Frankford uses the term disingenuously in this case, since the
‘business’ he embarks upon at this moment in the play is that of catching his wife in bed with his houseguest.) Similar blame is directed at the wife, Bianca, in *Women Beware*. Her new husband Leantio—standing literally on the threshold between home and his business as a factor—rejects Bianca’s call to stay home one more night on the grounds that she will cause his unemployment: “I shall not care which end goes forward.”\(^{64}\) In addition, all the husbands, engaged-- as they are-- in some form of commercial activity, report that they “must” leave home; a situation that I argue elsewhere is foundational to the genre of domestic tragedy.\(^{65}\) Claims like this imply that commerce compels them and also that such compulsion is “needful” in order to support the homes they vacate. Although all historical research on women’s work in general and housewifery in particular across Europe and in the New World documents women working in and out of wage-markets, making invaluable contributions to family and society, and so on; and though many texts themselves depict wives as capable and skilled in housewifery, this contrary sense that housewives are ‘kept’ persists.\(^{66}\) For example, Leantio’s judgment that Bianca “loves to maintained” just one day after her wedding stems more his projection than her thus far modest desires.

IV. wiving and thriving

The discursive commonplace in domestic drama and elsewhere that tropes wives as consumers “kept” by or distractions to husbands, contradicts not only material fact and the characterization of women characters but also corollary texts from the period. For example, cookery books and treatises on domestic conduct admiringly enumerated the *English Housewife*’s many skills and virtues, such as those included in the subtitle to Gervase Markham’s popular book, *English Housewife: her skill in physic, cookery, banqueting-stuff, distillation, perfumes, wool, hemp, flax, dairies, brewing, baking, and all other things*
belonging to a household. These defenses of housewifery abounded and amounted to what surely was widespread acknowledgment of and appreciation for housewifery as work. The briefest review of contemporary accounts of housewifery reveals a set of perceptions acknowledging the skills required of the work and granting its economic import. “To thrive, one must wive,” Thomas Tusser reports baldly in *Five Hundred Points of Husbandry*, a text that “allowed women to conceive of their work in the same way as men.” Meanwhile, some contemporary household advice books recognize wives’ unique value by warning men to defer to their wives and keep out of certain food production areas on their own estates in (most often the dairy). The humanist writer Juan Luis Vives’ *The instruction of a Christen Woman* (1529) recognizes “certain things in the house . . . which the husband giveth over his right unto the woman,” including supervision of female servants, making purchases for the household, and “see[ing] to those things that belong unto the kitchen.” A similar statement appears in William Whately’s *A bride-bush: or, A wedding sermon* already quoted above, “let her be made equall partner of that which her husband hath” (fol. 33). This view of the positive and basic contributions of housewifery, essential to both profit and comfort, long persisted.

With the emergence of the class of men who accumulated wealth through trade came new organizations for household life. Re-organization is reflected in the spatial division of home from business, and the ideology that split commerce from housework, labor from leisure, production from consumption, men from women. As the prosperous classes of merchants and tradesmen grew, one story goes, the wives of these men experienced a reduction in their economic roles: they “became consumers rather than producers for their families and the marketplace.” The idle woman engendered pride as well as bitterness in the
laboring man. Decades of feminist research have exposed the limitations in such assessments of housewifery as consumption. When we review the gendering of economic life in the age of commercial expansion, however, we see business culture indeed reframing housewifery. Despite lived experience, there was *talk of* a “separation of the spheres” far earlier than many histories admit. Although feminist scholars in particular have fruitfully discounted such a “separation” as false, by, for example, defending housework as work; nonetheless, the evidence I have reviewed shows a *perceived* division of labor (and a devaluation of housewifery) that is gendered and hierarchical, emergent and contested.

We can learn more about how domestic life and the largely female purveyors of its routines shaped business and its “culture” and were shaped by that culture in turn. Though not yet “separate spheres,” housewifery and business became constructed as women’s work and men’s work respectively, and contemporary discourses document ambivalent representations of the value of housewifery. Feminist scholars have helped us to recognize “the trope of the thrifty housewife,” the wide range of labors involved in housewifery, and the crucial role women played in obtaining and maintaining credit. What I have shown, though, is that these ‘facts’—that housewives contributed to household and nation—and in light of the positive contemporary words about “the good housewife,” nonetheless, there was “talk of” wives requiring maintenance. Husbands were sometimes said to “keep” their wives. Feminist scholars continue to challenge the lingering historiographical “separate spheres” that Thirsk and Wall observe by classifying housewifery as work, and by following Wiesner-Hanks in minding the gap between women’s work and words about it. I hope that I have
added to these interventions by attending closely to the often-contradictory discursive and
dramatic representations of women’s housewifery in relation to their husbands’ business.

Like it or not, a “separate spheres” inheritance continues to haunt scholarship. We need
a dialogic practice that keeps housewifery and business in the same conversation to begin to
address a gap that Ania Loomba has described thus: “we still don’t have an extended study of
the early modern connections between the formation of the ‘modern’ family, the
consolidation of the imperial state and Europe’s global domination.”[76] Housewifery—which I
define as a vital a set of people, activities, skills, and resources—is one such bridge between
family formation and the emergence of empire. But more than “add housewifery and stir,”
we must carefully attend to how the people, places and activities of housewifery were
perceived and represented in the period, and how scholars reconsider them currently.

---
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